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Abstract— The fundamental limits of communication
over a wireless network of nodes has recently become an
area of intense research. Even in the simplest case, the
information theoretic capacity region of multi-terminal n et-
works remains an open problem. The analysis of networks
is made even richer through the recent introduction of
cognitive radios, which could allow for cooperation between
network nodes. In this paper we present a decomposition
of arbitrary wireless networks with cognitive and non-
cognitive nodes, which reduces the network to a set of
clusters which behave incompetitive, cognitive and coop-
erative fashions. We survey results on the more classical
competitive and cooperative behaviors, and explore two
examples of the recently introduced cognitive behavior
in more depth. These two examples highlight different
aspects of the asymmetric cooperation implied by cognitive
behavior, and demonstrate the potential of asymmetric
cooperation in wireless networks.

I. I NTRODUCTION

In the past 20 years, wireless communication and
wireless technology have exploded. Cellular phone base-
stations pepper most cities, and are a perfect example
of a wireless network withinfrastructure. Such wireless
networks, which allow for a large amount of centralized
control, have been extensively studied. On the other
hand, groups of mobile devices which spontaneously and
opportunistically formad-hoc networksare gaining in
popularity and technical feasibility. Ad hoc networks are
the subject of extensive and vigorous research. Of the
numerous questions which remain to be answered for ad
hoc networks, here we limit ourselves to that of cooper-
ative communication at the physical layer. Specifically,
we ask the question: how can multiple wireless nodes
cooperate in order to communicate?

In this tutorial paper, we will start by showing that any
wireless network may be decomposed into components
according to the amount of cooperation potentially pos-
sible between nodes. In the literature, different models,
protocols, and coding schemes suitable to cooperative

communications are rapidly being proposed. We hope
to provide a framework which is able to classify these
various types of proposed cooperative communications.
To do so, we present awireless decompositionof net-
works which indicates the level of cooperation between
transmitters. We have chosen to group nodes in terms
of transmitter cooperation because such cooperation is
often more insightful and general than receiver-side
cooperation [1], [2]. We show that when given certain
information about a network, it may be decomposed into
clusters that behave incompetitive, cognitive,or cooper-
ative manners. These three categories may be applied
to behaviorwithin a cluster, orbetweenclusters. We
survey results on competitive behavior and cooperative
behavior. These two types of behavior have been studied
extensively in the literature. We then focus on the less
studiedcognitive behavior.

Cognitive behavior captures the concept of asymmet-
ric cooperation between transmitters. Although this is
by no means a new concept in the communications
and information theory communities, the asymmetry
possibly leads to a more complex problem which has
been less studied than its symmetric extremes; com-
petition and cooperation. In this paper, we study two
examples ofcognitive behavior. These two examples
highlight different aspects of the cognitive problem: the
first considers a case where two users asymmetrically
cooperate to send two independent messages to two sep-
arate non-cooperating receivers. Here full channel state
information at the transmitter (CSIT) is assumed, and
cognition is aided, conceptually, by ageniewho allows
for non-causal message knowledge. In the second case
we also consider asymmetric cooperation, but here only
one message is to be transmitted from a single source
to a single destination possibly with the (asymmetric)
help of a relay. In this example of cognitive behavior,
full CSIT is no longer assumed, and quasi-static, half-
duplex systems are considered. Both these examples
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illustrate some of the issues involved in characterizing
what communication is possible over the vast middle-
ground between full and no cooperation that we will
call cognitive behavior. We note that the termcognitive
behavior is inspired by the abilities of cognitive radio,
but should not be thought of as the behavior of cognitive
radios in the spectrum sensing sense. That is, we use the
term cognitive behavior to mean asymmetric transmitter
cooperation, which would be possible using the cognitive
radio technology, rather than a behavior which senses the
spectrum looking for available spectral slots.

The paper is structured as follows. In Section II we
demonstrate that given three pieces of information about
a wireless network at an arbitrary snapshot in time, that
we can decompose it into clusters. These clusters may
be classified as behaving incompetitive, cooperative,or
cognitive manners. In Section III we survey classical
results on competitive wireless channels, including the
interference and multiple access channels. In Section
IV we survey results on cooperative wireless channels,
including the broadcast and MIMO channels. In Section
V and VI we present two key and different examples of
cognitive behavior, as well as outline strategies and the
resulting rates achievable in these channels. In Section
VII we conclude.

II. W IRELESSDECOMPOSITION

We consider an arbitrary network of wireless devices,
which may be cognitive, denoted as (C), or non-cognitive
(NC) radios. At any given point in time, certain trans-
mitting nodes (T) have information which they wish to
transmit to certain receiving nodes (R). Nodes that do not
have any information of their own to transmit are denoted
as “extra” nodes (E). We assume that nodes are not able
to simultaneously transmit and receive, i.e., they must
obey the half-duplex constraint. This is a reasonable
assumption given current technology. Thus, a node is
classified as either a (T), (R) or (E) node, but never more
than one, and as either cognitive (C) or non-cognitive
(NC).

If all devices simultaneously transmit, the network
may suffer from interference. However, we wish to
exploit the nature of cognitive radios to reduce this inter-
ference. The key to doing so is transmitter cooperation,
which could lead to interference mitigation. At each
point in time, depending on the device capabilities, as
well as the geometry and channel gains between the
various nodes, certain cognitive nodes may be able to
hear and/or obtain the messages to be transmitted by
other nodes. In reality, these messages would need to
be obtained in real time, and could exploit the geo-
metric gains between cooperating transmitters relative
to receivers in a, for example, 2 phase protocol [3].
However, as a first step, we idealize the concept of
message knowledge: whenever a (T) or (E) node is
cognitive and in principle able to hear and decode the
message of another transmitting node, we assume it
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Fig. 1. The information and interference graphs, together with the
capabilities classification yield the cognitive decomposition graph.

has full a-priori knowledge. We call this thegenie
assumption, as these messages could have been given
to the appropriate transmitters by a genie. Notice that
we explicitly allow for asymmetric message knowledge,
and that this message knowledge is between potentially
transmitting nodes only. We ignore cognitive receiving
nodes for now. In this decomposition theorem, all trans-
mitter cooperation occurs under the genie assumption.
Protocols which remove this assumption are discussed
in [3].

We now demonstrate that given a snapshot of a
network and three pieces of information: aninformation
graph, an interference graphand acapabilities classifi-
cationas in Fig.1, transmission scenarios in which there
is some form of transmitter cooperation are captured in a
cognitive graph: a set of disjoint non-interferinggroups
of nodes, each of which consists of a set ofclusters
behaving in an inter/intra cluster competitive, cognitive,
or cooperative manner.

The information graph: This directed graph captures
which nodes have independent information to be sent to
which receivers at a given moment in time.

The interference graph: This undirected graph cap-
tures the interference in a network. If two nodes can hear
each other, and thus potentially interfere with each other,
then an edge exists between them. Notice that for a (T)
node to be able to transmit to an (R) node, an edge in
the interference graph should appear between them.

The capabilities classification:This partition of the
nodes then labels them as cognitive (C) or non-cognitive
(NC). A node is (C) when it is able and willing to sense
and adapt to its environment. Note that an (NC) node
could model either a wireless device that does not have
cognitive capabilities, or could alternately model devices
that do not require cognition to communicate. For exam-
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ple, in vertical spectrum sharing, the (possibly paying)
primary users are guaranteed spectrum access; secondary
users must avoid interfering with these primary users,
so primary user cognition may not be necessary for
transmission. While receivers can be (C) or (NC) in our
formulation, this has no impact, as we do not allow for
receiver cooperation in our current model.

Cognitive graph: From the information graph, in-
terference graph, and capabilities classification, we can
form a cognitive graph as done in [4].

A. Cognitive Graph Decomposition

The cognitive graph gives us information on the
interference seen, and the transmitter cooperation that is
possible. We assume all (T), (R) and (E) nodes have full
channel knowledge. This assumption is used to simplify
and idealize the problem, and will provide an upper
bound to any real world scenario.

In order to fully describe all transmitter cooperation
strategies in a wireless network employing cognitive
radios as described by the cognitive graph, the following
notions are needed. Agroup is a set of connected nodes
(ignoring the direction of arcs). It is easy to see that a
cognitive graph may be partitioned into groups, and that,
by construction, these groups will not interfere with each
other. They may independently encode their messages
and simultaneously transmit with no interference. Thus,
it is of interest to calculate the capacity region of each
group. Within a group, we may further divide the nodes
into clusters. A cluster is defined as a set of nodes
connected only through solid arcs to a single receiver.
We assume all receivers are independent and unable to
cooperate. Thus, there exists one cluster per receiver.

Intra-Cluster behavior:within a single cluster, we may
partition transmitter cooperation into three classes:

• Competitive:all (T) within a cluster encode their
messages independently. They compete for the
channel. If there are no arcs between any of the (T)
and (E) nodes within a cluster, that cluster behaves
competitively.

• Cooperative:all the (T) / (E) in a cluster know the
messages of all the other (T) in that cluster a priori.
These require bi-directional cognitive (double) arcs
between all (T) nodes of that cluster. A cluster
consisting of a single transmitter is said to be
cooperative.

• Cognitive: all clusters that are not competitive or
cooperative, i.e., some but not all of the (T) / (E) in
a cluster know the messages to be transmitted by
other (T) in the clustera-priori (solid double arcs).
This is an asymmetric form of cooperation, which
may allow the user with the message knowledge to
mitigate interference, or aid in the transmission of
the a-priori known messages.

Inter-cluster behavior:when two (or more) clusters
within one group are connected through undesired in-

terference (dotted) edges or share (T) / (E) nodes, we
can speak of inter-cluster behavior.

• Competitive:when all (T) / (E) nodes of one cluster
are independent of all (T) / (E) nodes of another
cluster, theclusterscompete for the channel during
simultaneous transmission. Note that competitive
inter-cluster behavior does not imply anything about
the competitive, cooperative, or cognitive behavior
of nodes within one cluster. The clusters will be
linked through interference (dotted) edges.

• Cooperative:all the (T) / (E) nodes in one cluster
know the messages of a second cluster and vice-
versa. Clusters under consideration know each oth-
ers’ messages and so the clusters can cooperate,
at the cluster level, to transmit their messages,
potentially reducing interference.

• Cognitive: encompasses all clusters that do not
behave competitively or cooperatively, that is, when
a subset of the (T) nodes in one cluster knows the
messages to be transmitted by a subset of the (T)
nodes of the other clusters, we call this inter-cluster
cognitive behavior. The cluster with the message
knowledge may be able to at least partially mitigate
some interference from the other cluster(s).

Note that if nodes(X) ⇔ (Y ) and(Y ) ⇔ (Z) (where
⇔ indicates two-way cognition, or cooperation) then one
may suppose(X) ⇔ (Z). This only makes sense if there
is no overhead to cognition and all message knowledge is
assumed to be non-causal and instantaneous. This tran-
sitivity property may break down once messages must
be causally obtained, and our model does not enforce
such transitivity of cognition. We have the following
theorem, which follows directly from the construction
and definitions above.

Theorem 1:At a point in time, if given information
and interference graphs as well as a capabilities clas-
sification, we may construct a cognitive graph which
identifies the non-interferinggroups, and the interfering
clusterswithin each group. All forms of user cooperation
within a cluster is described ascompetitive, cognitive, or
cooperativebehaviors. Furthermore, between clusters in
the same group, we may havecompetitive, cognitive,or
cooperativebehavior.

We demonstrate this decomposition by example and
construct the cognitive graph from the given information,
interference and capabilities graphs, and indicate the
groups, clusters, and their inter and intra-cluster behav-
iors in Fig.2.

III. C OMPETITIVE BEHAVIOR

Competitive behavior in wireless networks has been
considered in the communications literature, although
not formally under this name. A cluster behaves in an
intra-cluster competitive manner, as defined in Section II
when all the transmitters in that cluster wish to transmit
to a particular receiver (possibly simultaneously), and
must do so independently.
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Fig. 2. The resulting groups, clusters, and their behaviors.

The intra-cluster competitive behaviorcorresponds
to the classical information theoretic multiple access
channel (MAC) [5], [6] , shown in Fig.3(a). This channel
is a two transmitter, single receiver channel where the
two transmitters have independent messages and cannot
cooperate. For definitions of a code, an achievable rate,
an achievable region, and the capacity region we refer
the interested reader to Chapters 8 and 14 of [6]. The
capacity region of this channel is a well-known result
in information theory, and is given by the convex hull
of the union over all distributions of the input random
variables(X1, X2) of the formp(x1, x2) = p(x1)p(x2)
of all rate pairs(R1, R2) satisfying

R1 ≤ I(X1; Y1|X2) (1)

R2 ≤ I(X2; Y1|X1) (2)

R1 + R2 ≤ I(X1, X2; Y1) (3)

In the Gaussian noise channel often considered, this
rate region becomes a convex pentagon in the positive
quadrant with two sides along the axes.

Consider now an example ofinter-cluster competi-
tive behavior: the two sender, two receiver interference
channel, as shown in Fig.3(c). Relating it to our de-
composition theorem, our two clusters consist of single-
sender single receiver point-to-point channels. They are
connected however through the interference graph, and
so the two receivers experience interference from the
other channel’s transmitter. The two transmitters are
independent, and so they must compete for the channel.
The interference channel, introduced in [5], [7] was
consequently studied by, among many others [8], [9],
[10], [11], [12]. Although the capacity region of this
channel is known for a few cases, its capacity in its
most general setting remains an open problem.

IV. COOPERATIVE BEHAVIOR

We now turn to two examples of cooperative behav-
ior. For the case ofintra-cluster cooperative behavior
the simplest example is a two sender, single receiver
channel in which the two senders may cooperate. This

Y 1X 1X 2 R 1R 2( a ) Y 1X 1X 2 Y 2R 1R 2( c )
m u l t i p l e a c c e s s Y 1X 1 Y 2R 1R 2( d )b r o a d c a s ti n t e r f e r e n c e

Y 1X 1X 2 R 1R 2( b )2 x 1 M I M O
Fig. 3. Four classical multi-user information theoretic channels. The
multiple access (a) is an example of intra-cluster competitive behavior,
(b) is the2 × 1 MIMO channel, which is an example of intra-cluster
cooperative behavior, (c) is an example of inter-cluster competitive
behavior, and the broadcast channel (d) is an example of inter-cluster
cooperative behavior.

can be viewed as a2 × 1 Multiple Input Multiple
Output (MIMO) channel [13], [14], as shown in Fig.3(b),
where the double line between transmitters indicates full
transmitter cooperation. This is an example of a more
generalM × N MIMO channel, which consists of a
single sender, single receiver wireless channel in which
the transmitter and receiver haveM and N antennas
respectively.

The use of multiple antennas equips a system with
spatial diversity which helps to combat fading and can
thus improve the rate (bits/second) or quality (probability
of error) of the link. If, conceptually, each antenna is
viewed as a transmitting node, a MIMO system behaves
in an intra-cluster cooperative manner. That is, all receive
antennas, which may fully cooperate, may be viewed
as a single receiver, and all the transmitters may fully
cooperate, thus satisfying our definition ofintra-cluster
cooperative behavior. The transmitters make use of this
perfect cooperation by taking advantage of the spatial
dimension in wireless channels, that is, spatial separation
in fading channels often provides nearly independent
fading on all links. Intuitively then, it is less likely
to see bad fades on all links. Furthermore, one can
judiciously combine the signals sent and received on
the various transmit/receive antennas so as to maximize
the average combined signal level, and minimize the
received interference.

We now look at a classical result on MIMO channels
in additive white Gaussian noise. Assume the channel
inputs and output are related by the vector equation

Y = HX + N

whereY ∈ CN×1, X ∈ CM×1, N ∈ CN×1 is sym-
metric complex additive white Gaussian noise with iid
components, andH ∈ CN×M is the channel matrix with
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independent identically distributed elementshij which
describes the channel between thei-th transmit and the
j-th receive antenna. Without loss of generality, assume
that all transmit antennas have unit average power.
Likewise, the receive antennas have unit power Gaussian
noise. If this is not the case, theH matrix may be
appropriately scaled row-wise and column-wise. Under
the above unit transmit power per transmit antenna and
unit noise power per receive antenna constraint, it is well
known that a MIMO system with Gaussian codebook and
with rate R bits/channel use can reliably communicate
over any channel with transfer matrixH such thatR <

log
2
det(I +HH

†)
△
= C(H) [14], [13], whereI denotes

the identity matrix andH† is the conjugate transpose of
H.

The simplest example ofinter-cluster cooperation is
the information theoretic broadcast channel, shown in
Fig.3(d). In its simplest form, the broadcast channel
[15] consists of one transmitter sending two independent
messages to two non-cooperating receivers. This can be
viewed as inter-cluster cooperation if we think of the two
links (X1 → Y1) and (X1 → Y2) as the two clusters,
where full cooperation between transmitters is achieved
by the fact that transmitter nodeX1 may cooperate
with itself. The capacity region of the general broadcast
channel is still unknown, save for certain cases [16], [6],
[17], [18]. Of course, many achievable regions have been
developed; the largest to date was computed in [19].
In Gaussian noise, much more can be said about the
broadcast channel. The capacity region of a broadcast
channel with single antennas coincides with the region
of a degraded broadcast channel and is a classical result,
outlined in Section 14.6.3 of [6]. In contrast, the capacity
region of the Gaussian MIMO broadcast channel was
recently found in the most non-trivial result of [20]. The
gain of dirty-paper coding over time division multiple
access (TDMA, the users time share the channel) when
broadcasting information from a single base station to
multiple users is explored in [21]. There, the authors
find the sum-rate of broadcasting using the optimal dirty-
paper coding strategy is at most min(number transmit
antennas, number receivers) that of TDMA. We thus
see that cooperation is a relatively well understood and
beneficial strategy.

V. COGNITIVE BEHAVIOR: THE COGNITIVE RADIO

CHANNEL

We now turn to the behavior which spans the gap,
or in some sense interpolates between cooperative and
competitive behavior, that will undoubtedly form an
important part of future wireless and cognitive radio
channels: that of asymmetric channel knowledge and co-
operation. In this Section we will consider one example
of cognitive behavior: a two sender, two receiver (thus
with two independent messages) interference channel
with asymmetric and a priori message knowledge at

M 1 1 M 2 1M 1 2 M 2 2A 1 1 A 1 2V 1 1 V 1 2 V 2 1 V 2 2
Y 1X 1X 2 Y 21

2
1

2
Fig. 4. The modified cognitive radio channel with auxiliary random
variablesM11, M12 andM21, M22, inputsX1 andX2, and outputs
Y1 and Y2. The auxiliary random variableA11, A12 associated with
S2, aids in the transmission ofM11 andM12 respectively. The vectors
V11, V12, V21 andV22 denote the effective random variables encoding
the transmission of the private and public messages.

one of the transmitters. Certain asymmetric (in trans-
mitter cooperation) channels have been considered in
the literature: for example in [22], among other results,
the capacity region of a multiple access channel with
asymmetric cooperation between the two transmitters
is computed. The authors in [23] consider a channel
which could involve asymmetric transmitter cooperation,
through the use of aconference. In [24] and [25] we
introduced thecognitive radio channel, which captures
the most basic form of asymmetric transmitter cooper-
ation for the interference channel. We now study the
information theoretic limits of interference channels with
asymmetric transmitter cooperation, orcognitive radio
channels.To this end, we compare the achievable region
for the cognitive radio channel of [25] to inner and outer
bounds on the region.

We define a2×2 genie-aided cognitive radio channel
CCOG, as in Fig.4, to be two point-to-point channels
S1 → R1 andS2 → R2 in which the senderS2 is given,
in a non-causal manner (i.e., by a genie), the message
X1 which the senderS1 will transmit. Let X1 and X2

be the inputs to the channel, and letY1 and Y2 be the
outputs of the channel. The conditional probabilities of
the discrete memorylessCCOG are fully described by
P (y1|x1, x2) andP (y2|x1, x2).

In [12], an achievable region for the interference
channel is found by first considering a modified problem
and then establishing a correspondence between the
achievable rates of the modified and the original channel
models. We follow a similar approach.

The channelCm
COG, defined as in Fig.4 introduces

many new auxiliary random variables, whose purposes
can be made intuitively clear by relating them to aux-
iliary random variables in previously studied channels.
They are defined and described in Table I. Standard
definitions of achievable rates and regions are employed
[6], [24]. Then an achievable region for the2 × 2
cognitive radio channel is given by:

Theorem 2:Let Z
△
=(Y1, Y2, X1, X2, V11, V12, V21,

V22, W ), be as shown in Fig.4. LetP be the set of
distributions onZ that can be decomposed into the form
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TABLE I

DESCRIPTION OF RANDOM VARIABLES INTHEOREM 2.

(Random) variable names (Random) variable descriptions
M11, M22 Private info fromS1 → R1 andS2 → R2 resp.
M12, M21 Public info fromS1 → (R1,R2) andS2 → (R1,R2) resp.
A11, A12 Variables atS2 that aid in transmittingM11, M12 resp.

V11 = (M11, A11), V12 = (M12, A12) Vector helping transmit the private/public (resp.) info ofS1

V21 = M21, V22 = M22 Public, private message ofS2.
Also the auxiliary random variables for Gel’fand-Pinsker coding

W Time-sharing random variable, independent of messages

P (w) × [P (m11|w)P (m12|w)P (x1|m11, m12, w)]

× [P (a11|m11, w)P (a12|m12, w)]

× [P (m21|v11, v12, w)P (m22|v11, v12, w)]

× [P (x2|m21, m22, a11, a12, w)] P (y1|x1, x2)P (y2|x1, x2),
(4)

whereP (y1|x1, x2) andP (y2|x1, x2) are fixed by the

channel. LetT1

△
= {11, 12, 21} and T2

△
= {12, 21, 22}.

For any Z ∈ P , let S(Z) be the set of all tuples
(R11, R12, R21, R22) of non-negative real numbers such
that there exist non-negative realsL11, L12, L21, L22

satisfying:

\

T⊂{11,12}

 

X

t∈T

Rt

!

≤ I(X1;MT |MT ) (5)

R11 = L11 (6)

R12 = L12 (7)

R21 ≤ L21 − I(V21; V11, V12) (8)

R22 ≤ L22 − I(V22; V11, V12) (9)
\

T⊂T1

 

X

t1∈T

Lt1

!

≤ I(Y1,VT ;VT |W ) (10)

\

T⊂T2

 

X

t2∈T

Lt2

!

≤ I(Y2,VT ;VT |W ), (11)

T denotes the complement of the subsetT with respect
to T1 in (10), with respect toT2 in (11), andVT denotes
the vector ofVi such thati ∈ T . Let S be the closure
of ∪Z∈PS(Z). Then any pair(R11 + R12, R21 + R22)
for which (R11, R12, R21, R22) ∈ S is achievable for
CCOG.
Proof outline:The main intuition is as follows: the equa-
tions in (5) ensure that whenS2 is presented withX1 by
the genie, the auxiliary variablesM11 and M12 can be
recovered. Eqs. (10) and (11) correspond to the equations
for two overlapping MAC channels seen between the
effective random variablesVT1

→ R1, and VT2
→

R2. Eqs. (8) and (9) are necessary for the Gel’fand-
Pinsker [26] coding scheme to work (I(V21; V11, V12)
and I(V22; V11, V12) are the penalties for using non-
causal side information). Intuitively, the senderS2 could
aid in transmitting the message ofS1 (captured by theA∗

random variables) or it could dirty paper code against the
interference it will see (captured by theM2∗ variables).
We smoothly interpolate between these two options.

A. Achievable rates for Cognition in Gaussian noise

Consider the2×2 genie-aided cognitive radio channel
described by the input, noise and output relations:

Y1 = X1 + a21X2 + Z1

Y2 = a12X1 + X2 + Z2

wherea12, a21 are the crossover (channel) coefficients,
Z1 ∼ N (0, Q1) and Z2 ∼ N (0, Q2) are independent
AWGN terms, X1 and X2 are constrained to average
powers P1 and P2 respectively, andS2 is given X1

non-causally. In order to determine an achievable region
for the modified Gaussian genie-aided cognitive radio
channel, specific forms of the random variables described
in Theorem 2 are assumed, and are analogous to the
assumptions found in [25].

The resulting achievable region, in the presence of
additive white Gaussian noise for the case of identical
transmitter powers (P1 = P2) and identical receiver
noise powers (Q1 = Q2), is presented in Fig.5. The ratio
of transmit power to receiver noise power is 7.78 dB.
The cross-over parameters in the interference channel
area12 = a21 = 0.55.

In the figure, we see 4 regions. The time-sharing
region (1) displays the result of pure time sharing of
the wireless channel between usersX1 and X2. Points
in this region are obtained by lettingX1 transmit for a
fraction of the time, during whichX2 refrains, and vice
versa. The interference channel region (2) corresponds
to the best known achievable region [12] of the classical
information theoretic interference channel. In this region,
both senders encode independently, and there is no
messagea-priori knowledge by either transmitter of the
other’s message. The cognitive channel region (3) is the
achievable region described here and in [25]. In this case
X2 received the message ofX1 non-causally from a
genie, andX2 uses a coding scheme which combines
interference mitigation with relaying the message ofX1.
We see that both users – not only the incumbentX2

which has the extra message knowledge – benefit from
using this scheme. This is as expected, as the selfish
strategy boostsR2 rates, while the selfless one boosts
R1 rates, and so gracefully combining the two will
yield benefits to both users. Thus, the presence of the
incumbent cognitive radioX2 can be beneficial toX1,
a point which is of practical significance. This could
provide yet another incentive for the introduction of such
schemes.
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Fig. 5. Rate regions(R1, R2) for 2 × 2 wireless channels.

The modified MIMO bound region (4) is an outer
bound on the capacity of this channel. It consists of the
2×2 MIMO Gaussian Broadcast Channel capacity region
[20], where we have restricted the form of the transmit

covariance matrix to be of the form

(

P1 c
c P2

)

, to

more closely resemble our constraints. That region is
then intersected with the capacity bound onR2 ≤
I(Y2; X2|X1) for the channel forX2 → Y2 in the
absence of interference fromX1 to yield the outer bound
(4) of Fig.5.

After the cognitive radio channelwas introduced,
[27] presented a slightly different formulation of the
problem for which not only an achievable but a capacity
region could be computed. They first consider the set
of rate pairs that the primary user and secondary user
can achieve assuming that no change in the encoding
and decoding of the primary user is made, that is to
say, the primary transmitter and receiver are unaware
of the cognitive user. This however has no effect on
the achievable regions as compared to the formulation
presented here. The capacity region thus derived is given
in Theorem, 3.1 of [27], repeated below in our notation.

Theorem 3:The capacity of theGaussiancognitive
radio channel with direct coefficients 1 and cross-over
parametersa12, a21 is given by

R1 = 1

2
log

2

(

1 + P1

N

)

R2 = 1

2
log

2
(1 + (1 − α∗)P2)

as long asa21 < 1,andα∗ is

α∗ =





√
P1

(

√

1 + a2

21
P2(1 + P1) − 1

)

a21

√
P2(1 + P1)





1

2

.

VI. COGNITIVE BEHAVIOR: COLLABORATIVE

COMMUNICATIONS

We now consider a second example of cognitive
behavior where rather than having two independent
messages to be transmitted, there is only one message to

be sent from given source to a given destination, possibly
with the help of a relay. This relay help can be considered
as asymmetric transmitter cooperation, and falls into
the category of intra-cluster cognitive behavior. We first
survey some relay channel results before moving onto
the case considered in [28], which has removed many of
the classical, and somewhat unrealistic constraints,

A. The relay channel

The relay channel, which in its simplest and most clas-
sical form is a three-terminal channel with one source,
one relay (without its own information to transmit)
and one destination, is another example ofcognitive
behavior. Relay channels were introduced by van der
Meulen [22], and various variations of the problem were
later studied by others [29], [30]. The current state of the
art is well summarized in the recent [31]. The classical
relay channel, like the cognitive radio channel, assumes
full channel-state information at all terminals. The paper
[30] introduced two fundamental coding schemes for
the relay channel often called Decode-and-Forward (DF,
Theorem 1) and Compress-and-Forward (CF, Theorem
6). This formulation may be extended to multiple relays,
as done in [29], [32] and improved in [33], [34]. We defer
to the very informative and insightful [31] for further
information on relay channels.

Three major issues are ignored in the classical relay
channel framework. The first is theduplex constraint.
Most of the results on relay channel assume full-duplex
relays, that is, relays which may receive and transmit si-
multaneously. In realistic wireless channel, this assump-
tion does not hold, since the intensity of the near-field
of the transmitted signal is much higher than that of the
far field of the received signal. In essence, a full-duplex
relay would start to interfere with itself. Cognitive relay
schemes which operate under ahalf-duplexconstraint,
that is, where a node cannot simultaneously transmit and
receive data, must be considered.

The second assumption often made in the context
of wireless communications is the quasi-static fading
model. That is, traditionally many authors assume that
the fading coefficients remain fixed for the entire du-
ration of the transmission frame. In order to drive the
probability of error to zero, in the information-theoretic
sense, frame lengths must often tend to infinity. Thus, all
realizations of a channel are not experienced, and ergodic
capacity results seem limited in their applicability. This,
in addition to the fact that the channel state is often not
known to the transmitters but only to receivers motivates
the study of more realisticcompoundchannels [35], [36].

Finally, while the degraded relay channel has been
completely solved [30], [37], in wireless systems most
noise is due to thermal noise in the receiver frontend.
While it may be reasonable to assume that the relay has
a better signal to noise ratio (SNR) than the ultimate
receiver, it is unrealistic to assume that the receiver is a
degraded version of the relay.
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These three drawbacks of traditional approaches to
the relay channel motivate the study of non-degraded
compound relay channels which satisfy the half-duplex
constraint. In [28], the authors investigate a bandwidth
efficient decode and forward approach that does not
employ predetermined phase durations or orthogonal
sub-channels to resolve the half-duplex constraint: each
relay determines based on its own receive channel when
to listen and when to transmit. Furthermore, the trans-
mitters are not aware of the channel and no assumption
of degradedness are made: the noise at the relays is
independent of that at the destination. Also, as opposed
to previous relay and collaborative literature, the results
still hold under a bounded asynchronous model. Finally,
in the case of multiple relays assisting the source, the
approach permits one relay to assist another in receiving
the message, a feature not present in much of the
early work on communications over compound channels.
However, more recent work along this line may be found
in [38], [39].

B. Collaborative Communications

We now present a brief summary of this important
and alternate view of the compound relay channel [28],
which is a prime example of cognitive behavior in a net-
work where the cognitive nodes do not have information
of their own to send, and where the channel is compound
(or quasi-static, non-ergodic). The authors of [28] use
the termcollaborative communicationsto describe their
category of work. This falls into the category of cognitive
behavior in the setting considered here.

The use of the spatial dimension is known to greatly
increase the reliability of such channels. Spatial diversity
is the term often used to capture the potential gain
(reliability in this case) of independent paths between
sources and destinations which result from spatial sep-
aration of nodes or antennas. Of primary interest then
is to determine if one can achieve the genie bound on
diversity: the diversity gain that would be achieved if all
the transmit antennas of the source and relay nodes were
in fact connected to a single node (in [40], [41] this is
referred to as the transmit diversity bound).

For example, suppose we consider the three trans-
mit collaborators and one receiver node scenario (each
equipped with a single antenna) as illustrated in Fig.6. If
all the collaborators were aware of the messagea priori,
we could in principle achieve the ideal performance
of a 3 × 1 space-time system between the transmit
cluster and the receiver node. However, only the source
node in the transmit cluster is aware of the messagea
priori . The other two nodes in the cluster must serve
as relays and are not aware of the messagea priori.
There will be a loss in performance (as measured by the
probability of outage) compared to the idealized3 × 1
space-time system. In particular, we shall be interested
in determining sufficient conditions on the geometry and

YX 1X 2 X 3
Fig. 6. Is an ideal3×1 space-time gain achievable with three separate
transmit nodes and one receive node? dn 1 s y m b o l ss r n s y m b o l sn ± n 1 s y m b o l sX 1n 1Y 1n 1 X 1 n

U n 1 + 1n
Z 1 nH sH r H c

Fig. 7. The collaborative communications problem for two transmit
collaborators and one receiver.

signal path loss of the transmitting cluster for which
performance close to the genie bound can be guaranteed.

To determine an upperbound on this loss, the authors
[28] derive a novel approach to the compound relay
channel. This approach is best summarized as follows.
In a traditional compound channel, a set of possible
channel realizations are given and one seeks to prove
the existence of a code (with maximal rate) which is
simultaneously good on all channel realizations. In [28],
the problem is framed in the opposite direction. They fix
a rate and ask how large the set of compound channels
can be made while guaranteeing that the code is still
good.

Consider three nodes denoted as source (s), relay
(r) and destination (d) as illustrated in Fig.7 and each
equipped withNs, Nr andNd antennas respectively (the
results readily generalize to multiple relay nodes).

We assume that while listening to the channel, the
relay may not transmit. Hence, the communications pro-
tocol we propose is as follows. The source node wishes
to transmit one of2nR messages to the destination
employingn channel uses. While not transmitting, the
relay node listens. Due to the relay node’s proximity to
the source, aftern1 samples from the channel (a number
which the relay determines on its own and for which the
source has no knowledge), it may correctly decode the
message. After decoding the message, it then proceeds
to transmit for the remainingn − n1 transmissions in
an effort to improve the reception of the message at the
destination. The destination is assumed to be made aware
of n1 before attempting to decode the message. This may
be achieved by an explicit low-rate transmission from the
relay to the destination. Alternatively, if the value ofn1
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is constrained to some integer multiple of a fundamental
period n0 (say n0 ∼ √

n), then the destination may
estimaten1 accurately using power detection methods.
We denote the first phase of then1 transmissions as the
listening phase while the lastn − n1 transmissions as
the collaborationphase.

We assume that all channels are modeled as additive
white Gaussian noise (AWGN) with quasi-static fading.
In particular,X andU are column vectors representing
the transmission from the source and relay nodes respec-
tively and we denote byY andZ the received messages
at the relay and destination respectively. Then during the
listening phase we have that

Z = HsX + NZ (12)

Y = HrX + NY , (13)

where theNZ andNY are column vectors of statistically
independent complex AWGN with variance 1/2 per row
per dimension,Hs is the the fading matrix between
the source and destination nodes and likewise,Hr is
the fading matrix between the source and relay nodes.
During the collaboration phase, we have that

Z = Hc[X
T , UT ]T + NZ , (14)

where Hc is a channel matrix that containsHs as a
submatrix (see Fig.7).

We further assume that the source has no knowledge
of the Hr and Hc matrices (and hence theHs matrix
too). Similarly, the relay has no knowledge ofHc but
is assumed to knowHr. Finally, the destination knows
Hc.

Without loss of generality, we will assume that all
transmit antennas have unit average power during their
respective transmission phases. Likewise, the receive
antennas have unit power Gaussian noise. If this is not
the case, the respectiveH matrices may be appropriately
scaled row-wise and column-wise.

Intuition for the above problem then suggests the
following. During the listening phase, the relay knowing
Hr listens for an amount of timen1 such thatnR <
n1C(Hr). During this time, the relay receives at least
nR bits of information and may reliably decode the
message. The destination, on the other hand, receives
information at the rate ofC(Hs) bits/channel use during
the listening phase and at the rate ofC(Hc) bits/channel
use during the collaborative phase. It may reliably de-
code the message provided thatnR < n1C(Hs) + (n−
n1)C(Hc). In the limit as n → ∞, the ratio n1/n
approaches a fractionf and we may conjecture that there
exists a “good” code of rateR for the set of channels

0Here, C(H) does not, in general, designate the capacity of each
link as is witnessed by the fact that only for a special subsetof
matrices is capacity achieved by placing an equal transmit power on
each antenna.

(Hr, Hc) which satisfy

R ≤ fC(Hs) + (1 − f)C(Hc) (15)

R ≤ fC(Hr), (16)

for somef ∈ [0, 1]. We note that if the channel between
the source and the relay is particularly poor, we may fall
back on the traditional point-to-point communications
paradigm and add the following region to that given in
(15) – (16)

R ≤ C(Hs). (17)

The above intuition is not a proof of achievability
but it does provide an upper bound on the performance
of the protocol. The essential difficulty in proving that
there exists a code which is “good” for any such pair
of channels(Hr, Hc) is two-fold. The problem we are
dealing with is arelay channelwhich is also acompound
channel: we seek to prove the existence of a code which
performs well over an entire set of channels (unknown to
the transmitters). The key will be to show the existence
of a code that may essentially be refined. Regardless of
the actual value ofn1, there exists a codebook for the
source which, starting at timen1 + 1, may be layered
with the transmission of the relay and perform just as
well as if the value ofn1 had been known to the source.
For a formal statement and proof of these results, we
defer to [28].

The authors simulated the outage probability of their
scheme under a quasi-static Rayleigh fading assumption.
These numerical and simulation results showed that if
the intra-cluster communication has a 10 dB path loss
advantage over the receiver at the destination node, in
most cases there is essentially no penalty for the intra-
cluster communication. Physically, in a two collaborator
scenario with square path loss, this corresponds to a
transmit cluster whose radius is 1/3 the distance between
the source and destination nodes. By comparison, for a
time-division scheme (first the source sends to the relay
for a half of the time rather than the adjustable fraction
f allowed by the authors, then the relay and source send
to the destination for the remaining half) with a 5 dB
geometric penalty, the allowable cluster size is at most
0.178 times the distance between the source and the
destination. This work demonstrates the power of this
flexible technique with more realistic assumptions on the
wireless channel.

VII. C ONCLUSION

In this paper we presented a decomposition theorem
which reduces a network to a set ofcompetitively,
cognitively,and cooperativelybehaving clusters. These
form fundamental blocks for the study of the fundamen-
tal limits of communication in wireless networks with
cognitive and non-cognitive nodes. We explored what is
currently and classically known about competitive and
cooperative clusters, and presented two examples of cog-
nitive behavior. In the first, thecognitive radio channel
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is introduced as a two sender two receiver channel where
one sender knows the message to be transmitted by the
other and thus may cooperate in anasymmetricmanner.
Our second example of cognitive behavior considered
collaborative communications, where a single sender
may be aided by one or more cognitive users, or relays
to transmit to a single receiver over a compound channel.
In both examples, fundamental limits where obtained in
the form of achievable rate (regions) which demonstrate
the potential gains of such schemes.
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